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Filters
Stick-on Prop Filter Kit FF-AFS-PRP
Want to remove that annoying prop effect? Reduce propeller 
distortion with the economic Flight Flix Stick-on Prop Filter. This 
filter will quickly stick on to your HD camera or cell phone. 
Doubles as a lens protector. Universal fit. 
Includes: 2 standard prop filters, one low light filter, and 6 flex 
sticker rings.

$19.99
Stick-on Polarizing Filter Kit FF-AFS-POL
Economic Flight Flix Stick On Polarizing Filter. This filter will 
quickly stick on to your HD camera or cell phone. Doubles as a 
lens protector. Universal fit. 
Includes: 2 polarizing filters and 3 flex sticker rings. 

$16.99
Stick-on Variety Filter Kit FF-AFS-VTY
Get all of the filters in this economic Flight Flix Stick-on filter kit. 
These filters will quickly stick on to your HD camera or cell 
phone. Doubles as a lens protector. Universal fit. 
Includes: Includes: 2 Standard prop filters, 1 Low light filter, 1 
polarizing filter, 1 orange filter, one blue filter and 9 flex sticker 
rings.

$23.99
Glass Prop Filter 52 FF-AF52-ND8
Remove annoying propeller effects. This FF52 screw on prop 
filter fits the
– Metal GoPro safe case.
– Drift Ghost-S Filter adapter.

$19.99
Glass Prop Filter Kit 52 FF-AF52-ND248
Screw on prop filters fit the
– Metal GoPro safe case.
– Drift Ghost-S Filter adapter.
Includes:
Standard prop filter
Medium light filter
Low light filter
Carrying Case $39.99

FlightFlix.net

http://www.flightflix.net/
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Filters
Glass Prop Filter 37 FF-AF37-ND8
Standard prop filter for FC Stream and FC360 cameras.

$19.99
Drift Filter Adpater 52 FF-KF52-DFT
Easily install this filter adapter on to your Drift Ghost-S allowing 
you to quickly install screw on Glass prop filters, UV filters, or 
polarizing filters. If the camera gets dusted with sand just 
change out the filter in seconds.

$29.99

FlightFlix.net

http://www.flightflix.net/
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Camera Safe Cases
*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Metal Gopro Safe Case Hero 3 & 4 FF-ACGP4

Never loose your GoPro from a case failure again. The all 
aluminum GoPro housing is safe and secure. This case 
attaches to all of our Rock Steady camera mounts with its 
numerous 1/4-20 sockets or the included metal GoPro adapter. 
Add any Rock Steady base to this mount. FAA approvals 
available. Fits the Hero 3, 3+, and 4.

$69.99
*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Gopro Safe Case Hero 3 & 4 w/ Rock Steady Mount FF-ACGP4-MTB

This suction cup snaps down with a large powerful suction cup 
giving you a secure hold you can trust. Lock this down to an 
internal window or bulkhead. You can “Tilt, Turn and Rotate” 
the camera with nearly unlimited positions.
Includes a standard 1/4-20 threaded end ball and a GoPro end 
ball.

$99.99
*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Metal Gopro Safe Case Hero 5 FF-ACGP5

Never loose your GoPro from a case failure again. The all 
aluminum GoPro housing is safe and secure. This case 
attaches to all of our Rock Steady camera mounts with its 
numerous 1/4-20 sockets or the included metal GoPro adapter. 
FAA approvals available. Fits the Hero 5.

$69.99
*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Gopro Safe Case Hero 5 w/ Rock Steady Mount FF-ACGP5-MTB

Never loose your GoPro from a case failure again. The all 
aluminum GoPro housing is safe and secure. This case 
attaches to all of our Rock Steady camera mounts with its 
numerous 1/4-20 sockets or the included metal GoPro adapter. 
Add any Rock Steady base to this mount. FAA approvals 
available. Fits the Hero 5.

$99.99

FlightFlix.net

http://www.flightflix.net/
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Window Products
Suction Cup Mount FF-MTS
This suction cup snaps down with a large powerful suction cup 
giving you a secure hold you can trust. Lock this down to an 
internal window or bulkhead. You can “Tilt, Turn and Rotate” 
the camera with nearly unlimited positions.
Includes a standard 1/4-20 threaded end ball and a GoPro end 
ball.

$39.99
Double Suction Cup Mount FF-MTS2
This suction cup snaps down with 2 large powerful suction cups 
giving you a secure hold you can trust. Lock this down to an 
internal window or bulkhead. You can “Tilt, Turn and Rotate” 
the camera with nearly unlimited positions. With a wide double 
base you can help stabilize your camera better than any other 
suction cup.
Includes a standard 1/4-20 threaded end ball and a GoPro end 
ball. $59.99
Camera Hood for GoPro FF-AH-GP

Coming
Soon

Eliminate window reflections in your video with this window 
reflection hood The hood also helps to stabilize the camera 
when pressed against the glass.
Made from quality silicon rubber.
Fits all GoPro Hero 3 and Hero 4 camers.

$39.99

Coming
Soon

Camera Hood for Drift and Virb Elite FF-AH-DFT
Eliminate window reflections in your video with this window 
reflection hood The hood also helps to stabilize the camera 
when pressed against the glass.
Made from quality silicon rubber.
Fits Drift Ghost, Garmin Virb Elite, and First gen FlightCam HD 
cameras.

$39.99

FlightFlix.net

http://www.flightflix.net/
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Audio Cables

1/8 inch 3.5mm to GA P-80S/Digital
This Filtered Digital Audio Recorder Adapter allows you to record 
everything heard over the aircraft intercom system to your digital 
recording device. It's great for creating your own aerial videos without 
excess cabin noise. It will record all of the audio transmitted through the 
intercom system.
It works with devices that use a 3.5mm stereo external mic input such 
as the GoPro HERO2, Drift HD, or most other handheld Video Camera 
or personal audio recorder. $46.00

1/8 inch 3.5mm to Heli PA-80H/Digital
The Digital Audio Recorder Adapter allows you to record everything 
heard over the helicopter intercom system to your digital recording 
device. It's great for creating your own aerial videos without excess 
cabin noise. It will record all of the audio transmitted through the 
intercom system.
It works with devices that use a 3.5mm stereo external mic input such 
as the GoPro HERO2, Drift HD, or most other handheld Video Camera 
or personal audio recorder to your helicopter audio jack. $60.00

Gopro GA P-80S/Hero3
The Video Recorder Audio Adapter allows you to record all 
transmissions (local and remote) from the aircraft intercom system to 
your external GoPro HERO3, 3+ or 4 Video Camera. It's great for 
creating your own aerial videos without excess cabin noise. It will record 
all of the audio transmitted through the intercom system.
This is a special adapter made exclusively for use with the GoPro 
HERO3, 3+ or 4 Video Camera.

$56.00

Gopro Heli PA-80H/HERO3
The Video Recorder Audio Adapter allows you to record all 
transmissions (local and remote) from the aircraft intercom system to 
your external GoPro HERO3, 3+ or 4 Video Camera. It's great for 
creating your own aerial videos without excess cabin noise. It will record 
all of the audio transmitted through the intercom system.
This is a special adapter made exclusively for use with the GoPro 
HERO3, 3+ or 4 Video Camera to your helicopter audio jack.

$70.00

Audio Cable no filter FF-ASC-audio
Record audio directly onto your drift camera video. The 1/4″ male plug 
fits your aircraft intercom audio cable allowing you to record anything 
you hear through the intercom. This is not a filtered cable so if you have 
a noisy electrical system we recommend our Filtered GA 3.5mm Audio 
Cable.

$19.99

FlightFlix.net

http://www.flightflix.net/
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Rock Steady GoPro Slim 
Mounts

SS, MA Rock Steady GoPro Slim Surface Mount FF-SLMTSFC
The GoPro Slim mounts are slimmed down to a basic GoPro adapter 
and base. Mount your GoPro or Garmin Virb XE to any inspection 
cover, wing tip, or any 2 fasteners 2 to 5 inches apart. 

$59.99
SS, TP, *MA Rock Steady GoPro Slim Clamp Mount FF-SLMTC

The GoPro Slim mounts are slimmed down to a basic GoPro adapter 
and base. Mount your GoPro or Garmin Virb XE to any round frame 
tubing or handle. The all metal mount holds your camera securely 
around 1/2″ to 1 1/2″ diameter tubing. Includes thumb screws to install 
FAA friendly “temporarily” by hand.

$59.99
SS, TP, *MA Rock Steady GoPro Slim Tie Down Mount FF-SLMTTD

The GoPro Slim mounts are slimmed down to a basic GoPro adapter 
and base. Mount your GoPro or Garmin Virb XE to any standard tie 
down ring such as most Cessna, Piper, or Beech. The all metal mount 
holds your camera securely. Rotate the adapter 360 degrees on a 1/4-
20 threaded stud, and lock in place with the jamb nut.

$59.99
SS, TP, *MA Rock Steady GoPro Slim Robby Clamp FF-SLMTR4W

The GoPro Slim mounts are slimmed down to a basic GoPro adapter 
and base. This base clamp fits the rib channel on any Robinson R22, 
R44 or R66 helicopter or 3/4" airframe tubing such as Super Cubs or 
Husky's.
This clamp can be easily tightened by hand making it a FAA temporary 
mounting device.

$59.99
SS, TP, *MA Rock Steady GoPro Slim Strut Mount FF-SLMTV

The GoPro Slim mounts are slimmed down to a basic GoPro adapter 
and base. Mount your GoPro or Garmin Virb XE to any sized wing strut 
from a J-3 cub to a Cessna Caravan. The all metal mount holds your 
camera securely to any aircraft wing strut, float strut, or biplane N-strut. 
The FAA friendly mount can be attached securely with one of our strap 
kits, or simply with numerous wraps of vinyl tape.

$59.99

FlightFlix.net

http://www.flightflix.net/
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Rock Steady GoPro Slim 
Mounts

SS, TP Rock Steady GoPro Slim Strut Mount w/ Wrap Kit FF-SLMTV-KVW
The GoPro Slim mounts are slimmed down to a basic GoPro adapter 
and base. Mount your GoPro or Garmin Virb XE to any sized wing strut 
from a J-3 cub to a Cessna Caravan. The all metal mount with 
aluminum red GoPro adapter holds your camera securely to any aircraft 
wing strut, float strut, or biplane N-strut. The FAA friendly mount is 
attached securely with the FAA friendly vinyl wrap kit.

$69.99
SS, TP Rock Steady GoPro Slim Strut Mount w/ Rubber Strap FF-SLMTV-KVR

The GoPro Slim mounts are slimmed down to a basic GoPro adapter 
and base. Mount your GoPro or Garmin Virb XE to any sized wing strut 
from a J-3 cub to a Cessna Caravan. The all metal mount with 
aluminum red GoPro adapter holds your camera securely to any aircraft 
wing strut, float strut, or biplane N-strut. The mount is attached with the 
rubber strap kit allowing quick transfer bwtween aircraft. 

$79.99
SS, TP, *MA Rock Steady GoPro Slim Strut Mount w/ Cush Steel Strap FF-SLMTV-KVS

The GoPro Slim mounts are slimmed down to a basic GoPro adapter 
and base. Mount your GoPro or Garmin Virb XE to any sized wing strut 
from a J-3 cub to a Cessna Caravan. The all metal mount with 
aluminum red GoPro adapter holds your camera securely to any aircraft 
wing strut, float strut, or biplane N-strut. The FAA friendly mount is 
attached securely with the metal cushioned strap giving the ultimate 
rigid and secure strut mount.

$89.99

FlightFlix.net

http://www.flightflix.net/
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Rock Steady Ball Mounts

*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady Standard Ball Mount (No base) FF-MTB
Versatile and durable all metal Rock Steady ball mount.
Ball and socket design allowing virtually limitless camera 
adjustment. Standard 1/4-20" thread for most cameras. The 
knuckle clamp attaches to any Rock Steady base allowing 360 
degrees of adjustment.

$49.99
*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady GoPro Ball Mount (No base) FF-MTBGP

Versatile and durable all metal ball mount for any any GoPro 
style camera.
Ball and socket design allowing virtually limitless camera 
adjustment. The knuckle clamp attaches to any Rock Steady 
base allowing 360 degrees of adjustment. Fits all GoPro and 
Garmin Virb XE cameras.

$59.99
*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady Virb Elite Ball Mount (No Base) FF-MTBGVE

This Rock Steady mount replaces the plastic cradle on the 
Garmin Virb Elite with a safe and secure all metal mount. A 
cushioned steel rings holds the front of the camera while a 3M 
dual lock disc and a battery door strap secures that back of the 
camera. The adapter assembly attaches to the Rock Steady 
knuckle which mates with any of the Rock Steady bases.

$59.99
*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady VibeX Ball Mount (No Base) FF-VXMTB

Jello free vibration isolation camera mount for all HD cameras.
Rock Steady video from GoPro Hero, Drift Ghost, Garmin Virb, 
Sony, FlightCam, or any HD cam.
This does not include the camera adapter or base. 

$79.99

FlightFlix.net

http://www.flightflix.net/
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Rock Steady Bases

*SS Rock Steady Single Dovetail Base FF-BSD
The Rock Steady single point dovetail base can be attached 
with any #8, #10, or 1/4" fastener to any rigid surface, or to your 
own camera mount.  This Single Point Base is compatible with 
all Rock Steady Mounts. This single fastener base is not 
recommended for certified aircraft or FAA approvals given no 
redundancy with one fastener.

$9.99
*SS, *MA, *AA Rock Steady Surface Base FF-BSDSFC

Use this stable wide base to mount your camera anywhere you 
have fasteners 2 to 5 inches apart. FAA friendly redundancy 
with 2 fasteners versus one.
The rubber gasket protects your painted surface. Compatible 
with all Rock Steady Mounts.

$39.99
*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady Clamp Base FF-BSDC

With the Rock Steady Clamp base you can mount your camera 
to any frame, round tubing, handle, or gear leg.  This all metal 
base clamps around any tubing 1/2" - 1" diameter, and most 
other shaped channel. Fits all Rock Steady Mounts.

$39.99
*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady Tie Down Ring Base FF-BSDTD

Quickly turn any standard tie down ring into a camera mount. 
Allows quick attachment to any tie down ring with up to 1 inch 
diameter hole such as most Cessna, Piper, Beech tie down 
rings. Fits any Rock Steady Mount.

$39.99
*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady Robby Clamp Base FF-BSDR4W

The Rock Steady Robinson Rib Clamp Base fits the window 
center rib channel on any Robinson R22, R44, or R66 
Helicopter, or clamps on to 3/4" tubing such as in Husky and 
Cub interior frame tubing. FAA friendly use by hand without 
tools. This Clamp Base is compatible with all Rock Steady 
mounts.

$39.99

FlightFlix.net

http://www.flightflix.net/
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Rock Steady Bases

*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady Strut / Skid Base FF-BSDV
This Universal Strut Base is a quality all metal machined 
aluminum base that fits any size aircraft spreader bar, bi-plane 
strut, or wing strut from a J-3 to a Caravan. The simple clean 
design straps firmly to your wing strut without using bulky 
blocks or bolts.  The FAA friendly base can be attached quickly 
and easily with the Rubber Strap Kit, The Vinyl Wrap Kit, or 
Cusioned Steel Strap Kit. Compatible with all Rock Steady 
Mounts. $39.99

*SS, *TP, Rock Steady Strut Base w/ Wrap Kit FF-BSDV-KVW
This Universal Strut Base is a quality all metal machined aluminum 
base that fits any size aircraft spreader bar, bi-plane strut, or wing strut 
from a J-3 to a Caravan. The simple clean design straps firmly to your 
wing strut without using bulky blocks or bolts. Compatible with all Rock 
Steady Mounts. The Vinyl Wrap Kit includes 30" of silicone wrap and 1 
roll of vinyl wrap. The silicone wrap protects paint while the vinyl wrap 
secures the mount with a FAA friendly temporary, but rigid fit.

$49.99
*SS, *TP, Rock Steady Strut Base w/ Rubber Strap Kit FF-BSDV-KVR

This Universal Strut Base is a quality all metal machined aluminum 
base that fits any size aircraft spreader bar, bi-plane strut, or wing strut 
from a J-3 to a Caravan. The simple clean design straps firmly to your 
wing strut without using bulky blocks or bolts. Compatible with all Rock 
Steady Mounts. Quickly and easily attach your Rock Steady Strut 
Mount with this Rubber Strap Kit. The 19" rubber strap fits most any 
strut. The temporary strap allows your camera mount to be quickly 
taken on and off any strut. $59.99

*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady Strut Base w/ Cushioned Steel Strap Kit FF-BSDV-KVS
This Universal Strut Base is a quality all metal machined aluminum 
base that fits any size aircraft spreader bar, bi-plane strut, or wing strut 
from a J-3 to a Caravan. Compatible with all Rock Steady Mounts. The 
Cushioned Steel Strap Kit is the ultimate safe and secure universal 
strap. Stainless metal strap with a rubber anti-chafe cover protecting 
your painted surface. This FAA friendly strap is tightened by hand with 
a thumb screw. The only strap we recommend for minor alterations or 
our FAA approvals. $69.99

FlightFlix.net

http://www.flightflix.net/
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Strut Strap Kits 
(Individual)

Strut Wrap Kit FF-KVW
The Vinyl Wrap Kit includes 30" of silicone wrap and 1 roll of 
vinyl wrap. The silicone wrap protects paint while a dozen or so 
wraps of vinyl wrap secures the base to the strut with a FAA 
friendly temporary, but rigid fit.

$19.99
Strut Rubber Strap Kit FF-KVR
Quickly and easily attach your Rock Steady Strut Mount with 
this Rubber Strap Kit. The 19" rubber strap fits most any strut. 
The temporary strap allows your camera mount to be quickly 
taken on and off any strut. 

$26.99
Strut Cushioned Metal Strap Kit FF-KVS
The Cushioned Steel Strap Kit is the ultimate safe and secure 
universal strap for Rock Steady Strut Mounts. A Stainless metal 
strap with a rubber anti-chafe cover protecting your painted 
surface. Fits any size strut from a J-3 to a Caravan. This FAA 
friendly strap is tightened by hand with a thumb screw. This 
strap kit is the only strap we recommend for minor alterations or 
our FAA approvals.

$32.99

FlightFlix.net

Three different  Strut Strap kits are available for a variety of uses. 
The wrap kit is a great easy and secure strut attachment for the person 

that moves the mount between a variety of sized struts.  
The rubber strap is great for quick on and off between a variety of 

sized struts. The rubber strap can have slight movement in high 
vibration environments with a heavier camera mount setup.

The cushioned steel strap is top quality. This is recommended for 
mounts that will remain on the aircraft for long period, for minor 

alterations, and for our FAA approvals. Once the strap is trimmed for a 
certain sized strut it is not designed to adjust easily to another size.

http://www.flightflix.net/
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Rock Steady GoPro Ball 
Mount Kits

SS Rock Steady Single Point GoPro Ball Mount FF-MTBGP-BSD
The safe and secure all metal ball mount is versatile and rock 
steady. Standard 1/4-20" thread fits most cameras. Includes 
single point dovetail base. Attach with any #8, #10, or 1/4" 
fastener to any rigid surface, or to your own camera mount.  

$69.99

SS Rock Steady Surface GoPro Ball Mount FF-MTBGP-BSDSFC
Safe and secure all metal Gopro ball mount is versatile and 
rock steady. Unique GoPro adapter with over 180 deg of travel 
for all GoPro style cameras including Virb XE. Includes single 
point dovetail base. Attach with any #8, #10, or 1/4" fastener to 
any rigid surface, or to your own camera mount.  

$89.99

SS, MA, AA Rock Steady Clamp GoPro Ball Mount FF-MTBGP-BSDC
Versatile and durable all metal Rock Steady standard ball 
mount.
Virtually limitless camera adjustment angles. Standard 1/4-20" 
thread for most cameras. Includes a stable Rock Steady base 
to attach anywhere you have two existing fasteners 2 to 5 
inches apart. FAA friendly redundancy with 2 fasteners versus 
one. Includes a rubber gasket to protect your paint. 

$89.99

SS, MA, AA Rock Steady Tie Down GoPro Ball Mount FF-MTBGP-BSDTD
Safe and secure all metal Gopro ball mount is versatile and 
rock steady. Unique GoPro adapter with over 180 deg of travel 
for all GoPro style cameras including Virb XE. Virtually limitless 
camera adjustment angles. Includes a stable Rock Steady base 
to attach anywhere you have two existing fasteners 2 to 5 
inches apart. FAA friendly redundancy with 2 fasteners versus 
one. Includes a rubber gasket to protect your paint. 

$89.99

SS, TP, MA, AA Rock Steady Robby GoPro Ball Mount FF-MTBGP-BSDR4W
Versatile and durable all metal Rock Steady standard ball 
mount.
Virtually limitless camera adjustment angles. Standard 1/4-20" 
thread for most cameras. With the Rock Steady Clamp base 
you can mount your camera to any frame, round tubing, handle, 
or gear leg.  This all metal base clamps around any tubing 1/2" - 
1" diameter, plus many other shapes. 

$89.99

FlightFlix.net

http://www.flightflix.net/
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Rock Steady GoPro Ball 
Mount Kits

SS, TP, MA, AA Rock Steady Strut/Skid GoPro Ball Mount no strap FF-MTBGP-BSDV
Safe and secure all metal Gopro ball mount is versatile and rock 
steady. Unique GoPro adapter with over 180 deg of travel for all GoPro 
style cameras including Virb XE. Virtually limitless camera adjustment 
angles. With the Rock Steady Clamp base you can mount your camera 
to any frame, round tubing, handle, or gear leg.  This all metal base 
clamps around any tubing 1/2" - 1" diameter, plus many other shapes. 

$89.99
SS, TP, MA, AA Rock Steady Strut/Skid GoPro Ball Mount & Wrap Kit FF-MTBGP-BSDV-KVW

Versatile and durable all metal Rock Steady standard ball mount.
Virtually limitless camera adjustment angles. Standard 1/4-20" thread 
for most cameras. Quickly turn any standard tie down ring into a 
camera mount with the FAA friendly Rock Steady Tie Down Ring base. 
Attach quickly to any ring with up to a 1 inch diameter hole such as 
most Cessna, Piper, & Beech tie down rings.

$99.99
SS, TP, MA, AA Rock Steady Strut/Skid GoPro Ball Mount & Rubber Strap FF-MTBGP-BSDV-KVR

Safe and secure all metal Gopro ball mount is versatile and rock 
steady. Unique GoPro adapter with over 180 deg of travel for all GoPro 
style cameras including Virb XE. Virtually limitless camera adjustment 
angles. Quickly turn any standard tie down ring into a camera mount 
with the FAA friendly Rock Steady Tie Down Ring base. Attach quickly 
to any ring with up to a 1 inch diameter hole such as most Cessna, 
Piper, & Beech tie down rings.

$109.99

SS, TP, MA, AA Rock Steady Strut/Skid GoPro Ball Mount & Steel Strap FF-MTBGP-BSDV-KVS
Versatile and durable all metal Rock Steady standard ball mount.
Virtually limitless camera adjustment angles. Standard 1/4-20" thread 
for most cameras. The Rock Steady Robinson Rib Clamp Base fits the 
window center rib channel on any Robinson R22, R44, or R66 
Helicopter, or clamps on to 3/4" tubing such as in Husky and Cub 
interior frame tubing. FAA friendly use by hand without tools.

$119.99

N/A Rock Steady Roll Bar GoPro Ball Mount FF-MTBGP-BSDO

Picture
Available

Soon

The Rock Steady Gopro ball mount is durable, versatile, and a quality 
all metal mount that will not move, bend, or fail, unlike plastic mounts. 
The metal GoPro adapter is compatible with any GoPro style camera. 
Compatible with GoPro, Hero 2, Hero 3 & 3+, Hero 4, Hero 5 and 
Garmin Virb X and Virb XE or any Go Pro style camera. The Rock 
Steady O-Clamp base attaches to most UTV roll bar tubing. 

$89.99

FlightFlix.net

http://www.flightflix.net/
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Rock Steady Standard 
Ball Mount Kits

SS, TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady Single Point Standard Ball Mount FF-MTB-BSD
Versatile and durable all metal Rock Steady standard ball 
mount.
Virtually limitless camera adjustment angles. Standard 1/4-20" 
thread for most cameras. The Universal Strut Base is a quality 
all metal machined aluminum base that fits any size aircraft 
spreader bar, bi-plane strut, or wing strut from a J-3 to a 
Caravan. The simple and clean FAA friendly base can be 
attached quickly and easily with one of our strap kits. $59.99

SS, TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady Surface Standard Ball Mount FF-MTB-BSDSFC
Safe and secure all metal Gopro ball mount is versatile and 
rock steady. Unique GoPro adapter with over 180 deg of travel 
for all GoPro style cameras including Virb XE. Virtually limitless 
camera adjustment angles. The Universal Strut Base is a 
quality all metal machined aluminum base that fits any size 
aircraft spreader bar, bi-plane strut, or wing strut from a J-3 to a 
Caravan. The simple and clean FAA friendly base can be 
attached quickly and easily with one of our strap kits. $79.99

SS, TP Rock Steady Clamp Standard Ball Mount FF-MTB-BSDC
Versatile and durable all metal Rock Steady standard ball 
mount.
Virtually limitless camera adjustment angles. Standard 1/4-20" 
thread for most cameras. The Universal Strut Base is a quality 
all metal machined aluminum base that fits any size aircraft 
spreader bar, bi-plane strut, or wing strut from a J-3 to a 
Caravan. The simple and clean FAA friendly base is attached 
quickly and easily with the Vinyl Wrap Kit. $79.99

SS, TP Rock Steady Tie Down Standard Ball Mount FF-MTB-BSDTD
Versatile and durable all metal Rock Steady standard ball 
mount.
Virtually limitless camera adjustment angles. Standard 1/4-20" 
thread for most cameras. The Universal Strut Base is a quality 
all metal machined aluminum base that fits any size aircraft 
spreader bar, bi-plane strut, or wing strut from a J-3 to a 
Caravan. The simple and clean FAA friendly base is attached 
quickly and easily with the Rubber Strap Kit allowing easy $79.99

SS, TP, MA, AA Rock Steady Robby Standard Ball Mount FF-MTB-BSDR4W
Versatile and durable all metal Rock Steady standard ball 
mount.
Virtually limitless camera adjustment angles. Standard 1/4-20" 
thread for most cameras. The Universal Strut Base is a quality 
all metal machined aluminum base that fits any size aircraft 
spreader bar, bi-plane strut, or wing strut from a J-3 to a 
Caravan. The simple and clean FAA friendly is attached quickly 
and easily with the Cusioned Steel Strap Kit for ultimate rigid $79.99

FlightFlix.net

http://www.flightflix.net/
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Rock Steady Standard 
Ball Mount Kits

SS, TP Rock Steady Strut/Skid Standard Ball Mount no strap FF-MTB-BSDV
Versatile and durable all metal Rock Steady standard ball 
mount.
Virtually limitless camera adjustment angles. Standard 1/4-20" 
thread for most cameras. The Universal Strut Base is a quality 
all metal machined aluminum base that fits any size aircraft 
spreader bar, bi-plane strut, or wing strut from a J-3 to a 
Caravan. The simple and clean FAA friendly base can be 
attached quickly and easily with one of our strap kits. $79.99

SS, TP Rock Steady Strut/Skid Standard Ball Mount & Wrap Kit FF-MTB-BSDV-KVW
Safe and secure all metal Gopro ball mount is versatile and 
rock steady. Unique GoPro adapter with over 180 deg of travel 
for all GoPro style cameras including Virb XE. Virtually limitless 
camera adjustment angles. The Universal Strut Base is a 
quality all metal machined aluminum base that fits any size 
aircraft spreader bar, bi-plane strut, or wing strut from a J-3 to a 
Caravan. The simple and clean FAA friendly base is attached 
quickly and easily with the Rubber Strap Kit allowing easy $89.99

SS, TP, MA, AA Rock Steady Strut/Skid Standard Ball Mount & Rubber Strap FF-MTB-BSDV-KVR
Safe and secure all metal Gopro ball mount is versatile and 
rock steady. Unique GoPro adapter with over 180 deg of travel 
for all GoPro style cameras including Virb XE. Virtually limitless 
camera adjustment angles. The Universal Strut Base is a 
quality all metal machined aluminum base that fits any size 
aircraft spreader bar, bi-plane strut, or wing strut from a J-3 to a 
Caravan. The simple and clean FAA friendly is attached quickly 
and easily with the Cusioned Steel Strap Kit for ultimate rigid $99.99

SS, TP, MA, AA Rock Steady Strut/Skid Standard Ball Mount & Steel Strap FF-MTB-BSDV-KVS
Turns any Robinson R22, R44, or R66 helicopter Tow Ball into 
a stable camera mount. This clamp adapts the Rock Steady 
ball mounts to the Robby tow ball. This standard mount uses a 
1/4-20" thread that fits most cameras. FAA friendly, safe, and 
secure.
Compatible with: Drift, Fly360, FlightCam360, Sony, JVC, mini 
SLR, etc.

$109.99

N/A Rock Steady Roll Bar Standard Ball Mount FF-MTB-BSDO
The Rock Steady ball mount is durable, versatile, and a quality 
all metal mount that will not move, bend, or fail, unlike plastic 
mounts. The knuckle clamp attaches to any Rock Steady base 
allowing 360 degrees of adjustment. The standard 1/4-20 
thread is compatible with most cameras such as Drift, 
Flightcam, Sony, JVC, Canon, Fly360, etc. 
The Rock Steady O-Clamp mounts to most UTV roll bar tubing. 

$79.99

FlightFlix.net
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Rock Steady Robinson 
Tow Ball Mounts

*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady Standard Robby Tow Ball Mount FF-MTR4TB-B
Turn any Robinson R22, R44, or R66 helicopter Tow ball into a 
stable camera mount. This clamp adapts the Rock Steady ball 
mount to the Robby tow ball. This GoPro mount uses our 
unique GoPro adapter that allows over 180 deg of travel. The 
clamp locks your camera into any position. FAA friendly, safe, 
and secure. Works with all GoPro style cameras.

$69.99

SS, TP, MA, AA Rock Steady GoPro Robby Tow Ball Mount FF-MTR4TB-BGP
Safe and secure all metal Gopro ball mount is versatile and 
rock steady. Unique GoPro adapter with over 180 deg of travel 
for all GoPro style cameras including Virb XE. Virtually limitless 
camera adjustment angles. The Rock Steady Robinson Rib 
Clamp Base fits the window center rib channel on any 
Robinson R22, R44, or R66 Helicopter, or clamps on to 3/4" 
tubing such as in Husky and Cub interior frame tubing. FAA 
friendly use by hand without tools. $79.99

*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady VibeX Robby Tow Ball Mount (No adapter) FF-MTR4TB-VXMTB
Turn any Robinson R22, R44, or R66 helicopter tow ball into a 
stable camera mount. The Rock Steady VibeX mount uses 
patented anti-vibration technology to isolate your camera from 
helicopter engine and rotor vibration. FAA friendly, safe, and 
secure. The VibeX camera adapters are sold seperately to 
adapt your make camera to the mount. Click here to add your 
adapter.

$99.99

*SS, *TP, *MA, Rock Steady Robby Tow Ball Clamp FF-MTR4TB
Turn the tow ball on any Robinson R22, R44, or R66 helicopter 
into a steady camera mount.
Choose a standard, GoPro, or VibeX mount.

$32.99

FlightFlix.net
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Rock Steady Robinson 
Window Rib Mounts

*SS, *TP, *MA, Rock Steady Robby Rib Clamp threaded 1/4-20" socket FF-BSR4W
This base clamp fits the wind screen rib channel on any 
Robinson R22, R44, R66 Helicopter or any 3/4" tubing such as 
on Super Cub or Husky cockpit airframe tubing. This Clamp 
Base has a 1/4-20" socket allowing you to attach your own 
mounts or any RAM ball mount.

$29.99

*SS, *TP, *MA, Rock Steady Robby Rib Clamp w/ RAM ball FF-BSR4W-RAM
The Rock Steady Robinson Rib Clamp Base fits the window 
center rib channel on any Robinson R22, R44, or R66 
Helicopter, or clamps on to 3/4" tubing such as in Husky and 
Cub interior frame tubing. FAA friendly use by hand without 
tools. This Clamp Base is fitted with a standard 1" RAM ball to 
work with your RAM mount attachments.

$39.99

*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady Robby Clamp Base FF-BSDR4W
The Rock Steady Robinson Rib Clamp Base fits the window 
center rib channel on any Robinson R22, R44, or R66 
Helicopter, or clamps on to 3/4" tubing such as in Husky and 
Cub interior frame tubing. FAA friendly use by hand without 
tools. This Clamp Base is compatible with all Rock Steady 
mounts.

$39.99

SS, TP, MA, AA Rock Steady Robby Standard Ball Mount FF-MTB-BSDR4W
Versatile and durable all metal Rock Steady standard ball 
mount.
Virtually limitless camera adjustment angles. Standard 1/4-20" 
thread for most cameras. The Universal Strut Base is a quality 
all metal machined aluminum base that fits any size aircraft 
spreader bar, bi-plane strut, or wing strut from a J-3 to a 
Caravan. The simple and clean FAA friendly is attached quickly 
and easily with the Cusioned Steel Strap Kit for ultimate rigid $79.99

SS, TP, MA, AA Rock Steady Robby GoPro Ball Mount FF-MTBGP-BSDR4W
Versatile and durable all metal Rock Steady standard ball 
mount.
Virtually limitless camera adjustment angles. Standard 1/4-20" 
thread for most cameras. With the Rock Steady Clamp base 
you can mount your camera to any frame, round tubing, handle, 
or gear leg.  This all metal base clamps around any tubing 1/2" - 
1" diameter, plus many other shapes. 

$89.99
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Rock Steady VibeX Isolation 
Gel Ball Mounts Kits (GoPro)

*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady VibeX Mount w/ GoPro Adapter (No Base) FF-VXMTB-VXAGP
The Cushioned Steel Strap Kit is the ultimate safe and secure 
universal strap for Rock Steady Strut Mounts. A Stainless metal 
strap with a rubber anti-chafe cover protecting your painted 
surface. Fits any size strut from a J-3 to a Caravan. This FAA 
friendly strap is tightened by hand with a thumb screw. This 
strap kit is the only strap we recommend for minor alterations or 
our FAA approvals.

$129.99

SS, MA, AA Rock Steady VibeX GoPro Mount w/ Surface Base FF-VXMTB-VXAGP-BSDSFC
The Rock Steady VibeX mount is the best jello free vibration 
isolation for your camera. Patented wobble free technology 
giving the best tool for smooth video. 
The GoPro adapter holds any GoPro stable. A unique feature is 
the ability to rotate the camera from a rear axis allowing you to 
level the shot regardless of the mount orientation. 
The surface base mounts to any mostly flat surface with two 
fasteners between 2 to 5 inches apart. $169.99

SS, TP, MA, AA Rock Steady VibeX GoPro Mount w/ Clamp Base FF-VXMTB-VXAGP-BSDC
The Rock Steady VibeX mount is the best jello free vibration 
isolation for your camera. Patented wobble free technology 
giving the best tool for smooth video. 
The GoPro adapter holds any GoPro stable. A unique feature is 
the ability to rotate the camera from a rear axis allowing you to 
level the shot regardless of the mount orientation. 
The base clamps on to any tubing between 1/2" to 1.5" in 
diameter or many other shapes. $169.99

SS, TP, MA, AA Rock Steady VibeX GoPro Mount w/ Tie Down Base FF-VXMTB-VXAGP-BSDTD
The Rock Steady VibeX mount is the best jello free vibration 
isolation for your camera. Patented wobble free technology 
giving the best tool for smooth video. 
The GoPro adapter holds any GoPro stable. A unique feature is 
the ability to rotate the camera from a rear axis allowing you to 
level the shot regardless of the mount orientation. 
The Tie down base mounts to most standard tie down rings up 
to one inch inner diameter such as Piper, Cessna, and Beech. $169.99

SS, TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady VibeX GoPro Mount w/ Strut or Skid Base FF-VXMTB-VXAGP-BSDV-KVS
The Rock Steady VibeX mount is the best jello free vibration 
isolation for your camera. Patented wobble free technology 
giving the best tool for smooth video. 
The GoPro adapter holds any GoPro stable. A unique feature is 
the ability to rotate the camera from a rear axis allowing you to 
level the shot regardless of the mount orientation. 
The strut base fits any sized strut or spreader bar. With the 
cushioned steel strap this is a very rigid and secure attachment $189.99
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Rock Steady VibeX Isolation Gel 
Ball Mounts Kits (Standard)

*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady VibeX Mount w/ Standard Adapter (No Base) FF-VXMTB-VXADFT
The Rock Steady VibeX mount is the best jello free vibration 
isolation for your camera. Patented wobble free technology 
giving the best tool for smooth video. 
The stud adapter works with any standard 1/4" camera socket 
such as Drift cameras. 
This mount can be attached to any Rock Steady Base.

$99.99

SS, MA, AA Rock Steady VibeX Standard Mount w/ Surface Base FF-VXMTB-VXADFT-BSDSFC
The Rock Steady VibeX mount is the best jello free vibration 
isolation for your camera. Patented wobble free technology 
giving the best tool for smooth video. 
The stud adapter works with any standard 1/4" camera socket 
such as Drift cameras. 
The surface base mounts to any mostly flat surface with two 
fasteners between 2 to 5 inches apart. 

$129.99

SS, TP, MA, AA Rock Steady VibeX Standard Mount w/ Clamp Base FF-VXMTB-VXADFT-BSDC
The Rock Steady VibeX mount is the best jello free vibration 
isolation for your camera. Patented wobble free technology 
giving the best tool for smooth video. 
The stud adapter works with any standard 1/4" camera socket 
such as Drift cameras. 
The base clamps on to any tubing between 1/2" to 1.5" in 
diameter or many other shapes.

$129.99

SS, TP, MA, AA Rock Steady VibeX Standard Mount w/ Tie Down Base FF-VXMTB-VXADFT-BSDTD
The Rock Steady VibeX mount is the best jello free vibration 
isolation for your camera. Patented wobble free technology 
giving the best tool for smooth video. 
The stud adapter works with any standard 1/4" camera socket 
such as Drift cameras. 
The Tie down base mounts to most standard tie down rings up 
to one inch inner diameter such as Piper, Cessna, and Beech.

$129.99

SS, TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady VibeX Standard Mount w/ Strut or Skid Base FF-VXMTB-VXADFT-BSDV-KVS
The Rock Steady VibeX mount is the best jello free vibration 
isolation for your camera. Patented wobble free technology 
giving the best tool for smooth video. 
The stud adapter works with any standard 1/4" camera socket 
such as Drift cameras. 
The strut base fits any sized strut or spreader bar. With the 
cushioned steel strap this is a very rigid and secure attachment 
without even scratching the paint. $169.99
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Rock Steady VibeX 
Isolation Gel Ball Mounts

*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady VibeX Ball Mount (No Base) FF-VXMTB
Jello free vibration isolation camera mount for all HD cameras.
Rock Steady video from GoPro Hero, Drift Ghost, Garmin Virb, 
Sony, FlightCam, or any HD cam.
This does not include the camera adapter or base. 

$79.99

*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady VibeX Mount w/ Standard Adapter (No Base) FF-VXMTB-VXADFT
The Rock Steady VibeX mount is the best jello free vibration 
isolation for your camera. Patented wobble free technology 
giving the best tool for smooth video. 
The stud adapter works with any standard 1/4" camera socket 
such as Drift cameras. 
This mount can be attached to any Rock Steady Base.

$99.99

*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady VibeX Mount w/ GoPro Adapter (No Base) FF-VXMTB-VXAGP
The Rock Steady VibeX mount is the best jello free vibration 
isolation for your camera. Patented wobble free technology 
giving the best tool for smooth video. 
The GoPro adapter holds any GoPro stable. A unique feature is 
the ability to rotate the camera from a rear axis allowing you to 
level the shot regardless of the mount orientation. 
This mount can be attached to any Rock Steady Base.

$129.99

*SS, *TP, *MA, Rock Steady VibeX Mount w/ Garmin Virb Elite Adapter (No Base) FF-VXMTB-VXAGVE
The Rock Steady VibeX mount is the best jello free vibration 
isolation for your camera. Patented wobble free technology 
giving the best tool for smooth video. 
This mount uses an adapter plate for the Garmin Virb Elite 
which eliminates the original plastic cradle creating a stable 
clean platform. 
This mount can be attached to any Rock Steady Base.

$129.99

*SS, *TP, *MA, Rock Steady VibeX Mount w/ Bottom Mount Adapter (No Base) FF-VXMTB-VXASLR
The Rock Steady VibeX mount is the best jello free vibration 
isolation for your camera. Patented wobble free technology 
giving the best tool for smooth video. 
This mount uses an adapter plate with angle bracket for bottom 
mount cameras such as Sony, JVC, and Mini SLR. 
This mount can be attached to any Rock Steady Base.

$129.99
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Rock Steady VibeX 
Isolation Gel Ball Mounts

*SS, *TP, *MA, Rock Steady VibeX Mount w/ FLY360 Adapter (No Base) FF-VXMTB-VXAFLY
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The Rock Steady VibeX mount is the best jello free vibration 
isolation for your camera. Patented wobble free technology 
giving the best tool for smooth video. 
This mount uses an adapter plate with a center stud that 
threads on the the Fly360 mounting socket. 
This mount can be attached to any Rock Steady Base.

$129.99
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*SS, *TP, *MA, *AA Rock Steady VibeX Mount w/ FC360 Adapter (No Base) FF-VXMTB-VXAFC
The Rock Steady VibeX mount is the best jello free vibration 
isolation for your camera. Patented wobble free technology 
giving the best tool for smooth video. 
This stud adapter is designed specifically for the FC Stream HD 
cameras. 
This mount can be attached to any Rock Steady Base.

$99.99

*SS, *TP, *MA, Rock Steady VibeX Mount w/ Blank Adapter (No Base) FF-VXMTB-VXABLK
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The Rock Steady VibeX mount is the best jello free vibration 
isolation for your camera. Patented wobble free technology 
giving the best tool for smooth video. 
Use the blank adapter plate to adapt your own camera 
attachment to the VibeX mount.
This mount can be attached to any Rock Steady Base.

$99.99
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Camera Mount Parts

Rock Steady GoPro Adapter FF-GP
This machined aluminum GoPro adapter uniquely allows over 
180 degrees of rotation on the mounting forks. The square 
design makes it easy to work with using tools. The base is 
centered with a standard 1/4-20" threaded socket allowing you 
to use this adapter with any of your camera mounts.

$16.99

Rock Steady GoPro Ball FF-BGP
This machined aluminum GoPro adapter uniquely allows over 
180 degrees of rotation on the mounting forks. The square 
design makes it easy to work with using tools. This GoPro 
adapter is permanently mounteded to a Rock Steady ball 
allowing you to use this adapter with our Rock Steady ball 
mount knuckle or the Robinson Tow Ball clamp.

$24.99

Rock Steady Standard Ball FF-B
Aluminum ball with standard 1/4-20" threaded stud, and locking 
thumb nut. Fits camera tripod sockets such as Drift, Sony, 
360fly, JVC, FlightCam, etc. Use this adapter with any Rock 
Steady ball mount knuckle or the Robinson Tow Ball Mount.

$9.99

Rock Steady Clamp Base Half FF-VXBBU2
This all metal base clamp half can be used back to back with a 
pair to clamp around any tubing 1/2" - 1" diameter, and most 
other shaped channels. 
Use with a U-bolt to clamp around tubing or channels for 
installs with tight clearances or to a flat surface.
Bolt to a flat surface or to the diamond surface plate.
The center socket is threaded 1/4-20" and the 3 hole pattern 
matches our VibeX Pro Rosettes. $15.99

Rock Steady Diamond Base Block FF-VXBB3
The diamond base block as an all metal aluminum block with a 
1/4-20" threaded center and 2 10-32 threaded holes two inches 
apart on center. This diamond block fits the surface base and 
matches the shape of the clamp base half. The 3 hole parttern 
around the center matches our VibeX Pro rosettes. 

$15.99
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Camera Mount Parts

Rock Steady Adapter Block FF-ADPT1
The all metal aluminum adapter block makes a 90 degree angle 
for any mount base. The block includes a 1/4-20" socket head 
screw for the small end. The flat end is centered with a 1/4" 
through hole. The 3 hole pattern matches the VibeX Pro 
rosette.

$19.99
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Rock Steady Strut / Skid V Block FF-VXWSBB4
The Rock Steady V-block is quality all metal machined 
aluminum. The 90 deg V fits any size aircraft spreader bar, bi-
plane strut, or wing strut from a J-3 to a Caravan. The flat side 
of the block has two 1/4-20" threaded holes. 

$29.99

Rock Steady Angle Bracket FF-VXAN1
The Rock Steady angle bracket is a machined aluminum 90 
degree angle with a hole for 1/4" bolts on each side and the 3 
hole pattern for the VibeX pro Rosette locking discs. The 
pictured rosette is not included.

$19.99

Rock Steady Single Dovetail Base FF-BSD
The Rock Steady single point dovetail base can be attached 
with any #8, #10, or 1/4" fastener to any rigid surface, or to your 
own camera mount.  This Single Point Base is compatible with 
all Rock Steady Mounts. This single fastener base is not 
recommended for certified aircraft or FAA approvals given no 
redundancy with one fastener.

$9.99

Threaded Dovetail 1/4-20 FF-DV1420
This is the Rock Steady dovetail for the Rock Steady mounts. 
This dovetail has a 1/4-20" threaded center.

$7.99
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Camera Mount Parts

Rock Steady Ball 1/4-20 Female FF-B1420
This is an all metal aluminum ball for the Rock Steady ball 
mount with a 1/4-20' centered socket. Includes qty 1 ball.

$9.99

Thumb nut for TD 1/4-20 FF-ATN1420
All aluminum 1/4-20" thumb nut with rubber lock washer.

$2.99

Steel Strap Kit Terminal Plate 0
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Stainless steel plate with two 1/4" holes.

$2.99
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Surface Base Rubber Gasket 0
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Replacement rubber gasket for the suface plate.

$2.99
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Hex Thumb Screw 1 1/8"(2 pack) 0
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1 1/8" long stainless thumb screw with 3/16" hex drive head.

$1.99
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Camera Mount Parts

Hex Thumb Screw 1 3/8" (2 pack) 0
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1 3/8" long stainless thumb screw with 3/16" hex drive head.

$1.99
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Thumb Screw 2" (Tow Ball) 0
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2 inch long thumb screw for tow ball clamp.

$2.49
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Thumb nut (2 pack) 0
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1/4-20" thumb nut 2 pack.

$1.99
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VibeX pro rosette kit 0
The VibeX pro rosette locking dics allow the most rigid joint 
possible. The discs are adjustable in 8 degree increments. The 
3 hole pattern fits all Rock Steady adapters and parts. Includes 
2 discs and 6 screws.

$19.99
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FF Approval Categories

*Safe & Secure
*SS

Safe & secure - If installed properly, this mount is safe and secure to 
withstand forces of flight. If this mount is only rated safe and secure, 
then it may or may not meet the other categories on its own or in all 
installations. However, this mount is at least suitable for external 
attachment on all experimental aircraft. Though experimental aircraft do 
not fall under the same regulations for installation as certified aircraft, 
violations are still possible under FAR 91.13 and 91.15 such as with 
sticky mounts, suction cups, and plastic mounts failing. If installed, 
maintained, and operated properly, this mount is of the highest quality 
to never fail.

*FAA Temporary
*TP

FAA Friendly Temporary - This FAA friendly mount may be considered 
a temporary mounting device. This device uses attachment methods 
that may be done by hand, not requiring tools. This device, in most 
cases can be attached temporarily to an aircraft without affecting the 
integrity of the attachment point if used properly. Final responsibility is 
on the pilot using a temporary device. The FAA does not support 
installations that are not approved. Good references for portable 
electronic devises are AC 91-21-1C, AC 20-173, and ACE-100.

 

*FAA Minor 
Alteration
*MA

FAA Friendly Minor Alteration - This camera mount meets all practical 
design criteria falling under a FAA minor alteration. Under a minor 
alteration the FAA requires only a logbook entry from an A&P 
mechanic. This commercial off the shelf product uses recognized 
materials and design aspects that may be recognized by AC 43.13. 
Each minor alteration varies between aircraft types and mounting 
locations. Final responsibility is on the A&P mechanic making the 
logbook entry. The use of AC 43-210A may be helpful in determining 
your installation can be considered a minor alteration.

*FAA Approval 
Available 
*AA

FAA Approvals Available - This camera mount has available an FAA 
Approval for certain cameras on most certified aircraft. Pre-approved 
engineering data can be purchased through Flight Flix allowing a FAA 
approved installation on your aircraft. Complete paperwork is sent to 
you with pre-approved data and installation instructions for your specific 
aircraft, camera, and mounting location. This approval allows a simple 
approval process for you and your IA. We have already done all the 
hard work. Eliminate tedious field approvals and inconsistencies 
between FSDO's.  

FlightFlix.net

IMPORTANT!
ALL PRODUCT IS PROVIDED AS IS WITHOUT ANY GUARANTEES OR WARRANTY. IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE PRODUCT, FLIGHT FLIX, 
LLC MAKES NO WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OF TITLE, OR OF NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. USE OF 

All responsibility is on the 
installer and operator. The 
hardware and parts needed varies 
with each install. Provisions such 
as loctite or safety wire should be 
used as needed.  

All responsibility is on the pilot / 
operator. The FAA does not 
support nor define temporary 
devises.

All responsibility is on the 
installer and operator. The 
hardware and parts used varies 
with each install. Provisions such 
as loctite or safety wire should be 
used as needed. Each install 
should follow 43.13.

An approved installed mount is a 
part of the aircraft required to be 
inspected and part of the pre-
flight. Flight Flix is not responsible 
for failed components after the 
install.
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